Benign sickle cell disease in Saudi Arabia: survival estimate and population dynamics.
A survey of 8,084 adult Saudi male employment applicants yielded 872 with the sickle cell trait (AS) and 51 with sickle cell disease. Based on the known distribution of hemoglobin S genes between oasis and non-oasis populations in Saudi Arabia, and on calculation of the expected number of abnormal homozygotes within the non-oasis and oasis subgroups as well as the entire employment applicant group, it appears that virtually 100% of Saudis with SS disease survive to adult life. Saudi Arabs and other Caucasian populations in the Middle East exhibit a benign type of SS disease as compared with Blacks in Africa and the Americas. In the Middle East, gene contributions from SS individuals will shift equilibrium frequencies to higher levels than encountered in Black populations under sustained selective pressures, and the polymorphism will tend to be stable with decline in selective pressure. There are some indications that the hemoglobin S gene may have been a recent import into the Middle East.